A physics-based control-oriented combustion model is developed to accurately predict in-cylinder pressure and temperature of a diesel engine. The model is under the assumption that the combustion chamber consists of three zones: a liquid fuel zone, a reaction zone, and an unmixed zone. These zones are formulated to account for three key events in diesel combustion: fuel evaporation, chemical reaction, and fuel-air mixing, respectively. The liquid fuel zone is assumed to be of spherical shape. The evaporation of fuel is governed by Fick's first law of diffusion. The reaction zone is modeled as a reactive system consisting of six species and two reaction steps. The burn rate is calculated based on species concentrations and reaction zone temperature. The unmixed zone contains only air and inert gas. The results of simulations are compared to the test data from a GM 6.7 L 8-cylinder Duramax diesel engine. The multi-zone model is shown to be capable of predicting in-cylinder pressure accurately with more degree of freedoms, compared to the singlezone reaction-based model.
INTRODUCTION
To meet the demands for performance (torque and fuel economy) and to satisfy the government regulations for emissions and safety, modern diesel engines, typically operated under lean air-to-fuel ratio (AFR), utilize control strategies such as multiple fuel-injections and exhaust-gas recircultion (EGR). Under the regenerative operations of engine aftertreatment subsystems (e.g., diesel particular filter and lean NOx trap), a post injection is often used in order to maintain the engine exhaust AFR close to stoichiometry and the injection timing is often significantly retarded. Wiebe function [1] , a model for the mass-fraction-burned (MFB) with pre-determined combustion parameters, has been widely used as the control-oriented combustion model and its combustion parameters are typically modeled as a lookup table over the normal engine operational range. When the control parameters are out of the modeled operational range, Wiebe-based combustion models are not capable of providing accurate burn rate predictions. For example, under multiple fuel injection operations, the Wiebe function parameters must be revised according to the number of injections and associated injection timings. Especially, when the injection timing is significantly retarded, Wiebe-based combustion model is not able to predict incomplete combustion. Therefore, an alternative combustion model is needed to account for combustion process under multiple injections and regenerative operations, as well as normal operations.
Reaction-based models utilize thermochemistry and chemical kinetics [2] to describe the interaction dynamics among incylinder species, which is quite different from the traditional macroscopic thermodynamics-based models. The properties of the whole cylinder gas is assumed to be the weighted sum of all the species properties, although temperature is the same for the entire control volume. The burn rate is calculated based on the species concentrations and temperature, depending on which chemical kinetic mechanism is assumed. The reaction-based models adapt to any injection profile due to the consistent for-mulation of the model structure. Moreover, because concentration and temperature are fed back to the burn rate calculation, the model has the potential to predict heat release rate under various operating conditions.
A control-oriented combustion model was developed for control of HCCI (homogeneous charge compression ignition) engines [3] . A two-step chemical mechanism was used to predict the combustion phase of C 3 H 8 oxidation. The model was based on the assumption that the in-cylinder mixture properties are homogeneous. The two-step chemical mechanism was used to calculate the crank-based heat release rate for the complete engine cycle, where the start of combustion (SOC) was predicted automatically. The simulation results showed that the model prediction is accurate for different valve timings. However, the predicted pressure traces near the start of combustion are not consistent with test data. It turned out that without an ignition delay model, the reaction-based model predicts a more advanced start of combustion, where the resulting error is not significant in HCCI combustion because the mixture is homogeneous and the ignition is mainly controlled by temperature. However, in diesel engines, at the time of injection, the temperature and pressure have already reached the ignition condition, and it is the fuel evaporation, atomization and mixing with the surrounding air that delay the start of combustion. A model that accounts for the above dynamics is needed for accurate prediction.
A single-zone reaction-based combustion model was developed for diesel engines in [4] . The model consists of six species and two steps for the chemical reactions. Woschni's correlation was used to account for large heat loss during diesel combustion process. The combustion process was modeled between the intake valve closing (IVC) and exhaust valve opening (EVO). Thus, no mass flow except fuel injection was considered in this study. The model has 11 parameters to be calibrated such that the predicted pressure traces match those from the test data. Sensitivity analysis was conducted on the model to reduce the calibration parameter set. It turns out that, among the 11 parameters, two most sensitive parameters are the activation energies of the first reaction and the second reaction and they were extensively investigated. These two parameters have strong correlations to the control input, and it is feasible to use second order polynomials to fit these correlations.
In summary, the reaction-based model was shown to have the potential to reduce the calibration effort for multi-injection and regenerative operations. However, single-zone models have certain drawbacks. First, the fuel injection, atomization, vaporization are important dynamics in diesel engines but they are not modeled. Second, the later phase diesel combustion is dominated by fuel-air mixing process and is not modeled neither due to the homogeneity assumption of the one-zone model. The region, where chemical reaction actually happens, is the core with higher temperature and fuel concentration than spatially averaged quantities. The lack of accounting for fuel evaporation and mixture inhomogeneity limits the performance of the single-zone reaction-based model.
To address the drawbacks of the single-zone reaction-based models, introducing the required mixing dynamics into the model is a natural approach. Phenomenological combustion models were developed to describe the dynamics of diesel spray, including fuel injection, atomization, vaporization and combustion in [5] [6] [7] . These models are able to predict combustion metrics such as heat release rate, in-cylinder pressure, etc., accurately over a wide range of engine operational map. Typically, a fuel injection model, a fuel evaporation model, a mixing model, and an ignition delay model are included in these models. On the other hand, dividing the whole combustion chamber into multiple zones is an effective way to account for inhomogeneity. A control-oriented two-zone thermo-kinetic model for a single cylinder HCCI engine was developed in [8] , where the combustion process was modeled using the first law of thermodynamics of two interacting zones to describe mixture concentration inhomogeneity. The two-zone model improved the prediction accuracy of cylinder pressure, exhaust gas temperature, emission concentrations and SOC, compared to a single-zone model. More complicated multi-zone models were presented in [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and shown to address the inhomogeneity fairly well. However, these models are too complicated for real-time simulations, and thus, a simplification must be applied.
This paper presents a control-oriented multi-zone reactionbased diesel combustion model, which inherits the reactionbased modeling approach from [4] to formulate the reaction zone. In addition, a fuel zone and an unmixed zone are formulated in order to account for fuel evaporation and fuel-air mixing, respectively. The rate of fuel evaporation and fuel-air mixing are functions of physical quantities, such as density, piston speed, fuel injection rate and contact area. The multi-zone model is then calibrated with engine test data, and compared with the singlezone model to show the improvement.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
This section describes the main architecture of the proposed multi-zone model. The structure of the model will be given schematically, followed by mathematical derivations of the dynamics in each zone.
Model Structure
The structure of the multi-zone model is shown in Figure 1 . The model is divided into three zones: a fuel zone surrounded by a reaction zone, which interacts with the unmixed zone. It is assumed that the fuel zone only contains diesel fuel molecules, while the unmixed zone contains fresh air and EGR gas. During the simulations, the fuel is first injected into the cylinder to form the fuel zone. Due to the heat transferred from reaction zone to the fuel zone, the fuel begins to vaporize. The vaporization process yield two effects: transfer of fuel molecules from the fuel zone to the reaction zone, and heat loss due to fuel evaporation. On the other hand, the air and EGR gas in the unmixed zone diffuse into the reaction zone. The rate of diffusion is governed by Fick's law, which turned out to be dependent on the assumed concentration gradient and piston speed.
Volume Equation.
The instant volume is dependent on current crank angle and the cylinder geometry and can be calculated as
where V c is the clearance volume; B is the bore; l is the connecting rod length; a is the crank radius (half stroke); and θ is the crank angle. Equation (1) can also be expressed in time domain by applying the following transformation:
where RPM is the engine speed in revolution per minute.
Fuel Zone
The objective of formulating liquid fuel zone is to describe the physics of fuel evaporation after injection events using a simplified droplet evaporation model [2] . Certain assumptions are made so that the model is kept computational efficient while still agrees reasonably well with experimental results:
1. The fuel is a single-component liquid. 2. Temperature is uniform and constant over the entire zone at any instant in time, and it is assumed to be equal to the injection temperature when the fuel is initially injected. As the fuel zone is compressed, the temperature will increase until it reaches the boiling point of the fuel, T boil . Only when the boiling point is reached, does the fuel begin to vaporize. The time duration between the start of injection and the start of fuel evaporation is defined as the physical delay of ignition. 3. The thermo-physical properties, such as thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat, are assumed to be constant for solving the equations.
There is only one state, the mass of fuel, m f , in the liquid fuel zone:ṁ
whereṁ inj is available through injection profile or parameters. m vap is the evaporation rate of fuel, which can be derived by solving the energy equation on the droplet surface:
Substituting Fourier's law forQ cond , the equation becomes
where k g is the conductivity, and h f g is the specific heat for evaporation. It is assumed that at any time, the temperature in the reaction zone has a constant distribution gradient; thus, the gradient term can be rewritten as 2(T r − T f )/l r , where T r is the reaction zone temperature, and l is the thickness of the reaction zone. The evaporation rate is then calculated as followṡ
The volume of liquid fuel zone can be calculated by applying ideal gas law of state:
Unmixed Zone Gas Diffusion Dynamics. The unmixed zone contains fresh air and residual gas as a fraction of the whole cylinder gas.
A simplified charge mixing model [14] is modified in this paper to formulate the mass flow rate of unburned gas from unmixed zone to reaction zone. It is assumed that the unmixed zone is a hollow cylinder with the reaction zone inside of it. The mass transport from unmixed zone to the reaction zone is caused by gas diffusion, which is dominated by turbulent diffusion. Under this assumption, Fick's law of diffusion is applied:
whereṁ tr is the turbulent mass flux of the unburned gas, ρ is the density of the unburned gas, D t is the turbulent diffusivity, and dY dx is the mass fraction distribution in the reaction zone in the direction of interest. The mass flux denotes the mass flow rate from the unmixed zone to the reaction zone per unit interaction area. It is assumed that the unburned gas in the reaction zone has a constant distribution gradient; thus, the gradient term can be rewritten as −Y 0 /l r , where Y 0 is the mass fraction of the unburned gas at the interaction surface, and l r is the thickness of the reaction zone.
The relationship between turbulent diffusivity and turbulent viscosity gives the following equation that can be used to calculate D t :
where Sc t is the turbulent Schmidt number. ν t is the turbulent viscosity that can be calculated by
wherev is the averaged velocity of the gas flow in the reaction zone that can be approximated by the mean piston speed; l r is the thickness of the reaction zone, the same as in the previous calculation; and c is the calibration parameter. The mass transfer rate from the unmixed zone to the reaction zone can be expressed asṁ
where A r is the contact area of the surface between the unmixed zone and the reaction zone, which is equal to the surface area of the reaction zone.
Thermochemistry Model. The reaction zone is based upon the first law thermodynamic analysis of an open system, with gas-phase fuel and unburned gas flowing into the reaction zone. Six states are included in this zone and they are the unmixed zone volume (V u ), the unmixed zone temperature (T u ), the concentrations of oxygen ( 
Concentration Rate Equations.
In a chemical kinetic system, the molecular concentration of species i is defined as
where N i = m i /MW i is the number of moles of species i. m i is the mass and MW i is the molecular weight. The rate of change of molar concentration of species i is defined aṡ
where w mix,i is the gas mixing rate.
The concentration rate equations are essentially the conservation of mass.
Temperature Rate Equation.
From the first law of thermodynamics, we have dU u dt =Q u −Ẇ u +ṁ mix h mix (14) where U u is the internal energy of the system;Q u is the net heat transfer rate into the system;Ẇ u is the net rate of work done by the system;ṁ mix h mix is the energy change due to mass flow and h mix is the specific enthalpy of air and EGR gas. The rate of work done is defined aṡ
The relation between internal energy U u and enthalpy H is
Then by re-arranging and differentiating with respect to time the left hand side of (8) becomes
By substitution, (14) can be re-arranged as
The extensive property H u can be expressed as a sum of weighted molar enthalpies of all species
Thus, LHS of (18) becomes
whereḣ i =c p,iṪu Note thatc p,i is the constant-pressure specific heat of species i. The state equations of ideal gas in terms of concentrations are given as
where R u = 8314 (J/kmol · K) is the universal gas constant.
By substitution, the right hand side (RHS) of (18) becomes
Equating (20) and (23) and re-arranging the equation gives the formula for the temperature rate:
Heat transfer termQ u consists of heat transfer from reaction zone and heat loss to cylinder wall:
Heat Loss Rate Equation.
The heat loss rate to cylinder wallQ w can be expressed aṡ
where A c is the effective contact area between gas and cylinder wall; h c is the heat transfer coefficient; and T w is the cylinder wall temperature.
The heat transfer coefficient is calculated by Woschni's correlation [15] 
where S p is the mean piston speed; and α is the calibration parameter. Assuming constant temperature gradient, the conduction between unmixed zone and reaction zone can be expressed aṡ
where k c is the conductivity; T r is the temperature of the reaction zone; A r is the area of the reaction zone surface; and l is the thickness of the reaction zone.
Reaction Zone
The formulation of the reaction zone is similar to that of unmixed zone, with gas-phase fuel and unburned gas flowing into the reaction zone. There are eight states included in this zone and they are the reaction zone volume (V r ), the reaction zone temperature (T r ), the concentrations of diesel fuel ([C 10.8 
and carbon monoxide ([CO]).
Governing Equations. The rate of change of molar concentration of species i
where w i ≡Ṅ i /V r is the concentration production that can be further separated into two parts:
where w rxn,i is the concentration production due to chemical reactions and it is calculated by the chemical kinetic mechanism; and w f low,i is the concentration change due to mass flow into and out of the control volume. In the reaction zone, w flow,i consists of fuel evaporation rate and gas mixing rate, i.e.
The formula for the temperature rate iṡ
where
Note that h vap is the specific enthalpy of the vaporized fuel and h mix is the specific enthalpy of air and EGR gas.
Heat transfer termQ r consists of two components: fuel evaporation latent heat,Q vap , and conduction with unmixed zone, Q cond . That is,Q 
The reaction rates for C 10.8 H 18.7 and CO oxidation are given by Arrhenius functions
where Note that the second step is a reversible reaction where the reverse reaction decomposes CO 2 molecules into CO and O 2 .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The model was developed in MATLAB/Simulink environment and the simulation is from intake valve closing (IVC) to exhaust valve opening (EVO). The results are compared to test data from a GM 6.7 L 8-cylinder Duramax diesel engine. Figure 2 shows the in-cylinder pressure of the model prediction and the test data. The scaled injection profile is also plotted. It is shown that the multi-zone model is capable of predicting the incylinder pressure fairly well. In addition, since in the singlezone reaction-based model, the parameters to calibrate are only within the reaction rate equations, the advantage of the multizone model is clear due to the increased number of degree of freedoms in the calibration. Figure 3 shows the temperatures of reaction zone, unmixed zone and cylinder averaged temperature, compared to processed test data. The test temperature was calculated based on ideal gas law using cylinder pressure and volume data. The accuracy of this estimation is not verified. The multi-zone model made it possible to account for the inhomogeneous temperature distribution over the entire cylinder. In the combustion core, which is in the reaction zone, the temperature is extremely high, while in the unmixed zone, because there is no combustion assumed, the temperature is much lower. The averaged temperature was calibrated to match the test data as much as possible. The high temperature in the combustion zone is essential for reaction-based model since the Arrhenius function is very sensitive to temperature, especially the temperature where combustion happens. Using cylinder averaged temperature, as in single-zone models, forces the combustion to initiate with higher degree of fuel/air mixing, which normally causes suddenly release of large amount of energy in a short time. Thus, single-zone models often overestimates the heat release rate. The multi-zone model has the potential to solve this issue. Figure 4 shows the fuel injection rate, in comparison with fuel evaporation rate. The fuel zone is essentially a filter that slows down the fueling rate. In single-zone model, the fuel injection rate is directly fed into the reaction zone, which causes the fuel concentration increasing too fast. Slowing down the fuel concentration rate can reduce the heat release rate at the early stage of combustion.
The results are compared to single-zone model in terms of in-cylinder pressure ( Figure 5 ), mass fraction burned (Figure 6 ), and heat release rate (Figure 7) . The multi-zone model is shown to have improved accuracy in several aspects with respect to single-zone model. While the single-zone model over-predicted the pressure during combustion, the multi-zone shows a more accurate peak pressure of main combustion. From the mass fraction burned plot, in addition to the difference in start of combustion, it is obvious that the late stage of combustion is controlled by mixing, leading to a slower burn rate, compared to the fast burn of single-zone model. The heat release rates of both single-zone model and multi-zone model show a large difference from the test data. However, the combustion phase of multi-zone model is matched with test data, while the timing of the combustion from single-zone model is completely off.
